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Small Homes is the first title in the new Homes World Wide - Compact series

This book shows the different options for the spaces in your house: with few square metres but a lot of ideas, you can make

every room unique

This series will bring together unique, inspiring interiors by renowned photographers worldwide and is made in cooperation with photo

agency Taverne Agency. The series will consist of small, practical books, Homes World Wide – Compact as well as luxurious interior

books, Homes World Wide – Deluxe. Small Homes sets out to prove that bijoux spaces can be every bit as functional and appealing as

their more capacious relations. Taking an up-close-and-personal look inside some of the world’s most inspirational small-scale homes,

this book highlights some of the techniques you can employ in your own home to take full advantage of every square metre at your

disposal. Providing a wealth of tips on topics such as storage, use of colour and how to display collections. With photos taken by some

of the world’s finest photographers and drawn from Taverne Agency’s unparalleled collection of illustrations of stylish homes

worldwide, this book is as practical as it is beautiful. Contents: City Colour – Lifting the look; Where lime adds zest; The hard-

working home; Finding inspiration; All that glistens. City Neutral – A whiter shade of pale; The only way is up; Making big-hearted pieces

work; Who says it’s size that counts? Country Colour – The warmest of welcomes; Sugared-almond colours; A work of art. Country

Neutral – Creating a place for everything; Using simple, natural elements; Flamboyant, feminine and full of charm.

Nathalie Taverne runs the photo agency Taverne Agency together with her husband. They represent the best photographers in the

fields of interior design, gastronomy and lifestyle and have had their work published in magazines worldwide. Anna Lambert started

writing at 'How to Spend It', the 'Financial Times' magazine. Her articles are being published in magazines such as 'Elle Decoration', 'Elle

Living', 'World of Interiors' and 'Vogue Living'.
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